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PURPOSE OF STUDY

At the present t1me conslderable attention 1: being

given to the degaslflcatlon of ooal beds. The purpose of this

degas1f1cat1on is first to reduce the amount of inflammable

gas that must be handled in coal mine ventilation systems and

second to make some economlcal use of the vast amount of in-

flammable gas that is released drlng ooal mlning.

The natural coal gas evolved during the formation of ooal

was partlally retalned in the ooal 1tself and was entrapped

in the adjacent strata if they were permeable to the gas. The

natural ooal gas conslsted of a high percentage of methane.

When this gas 1s emitted from the strata and ooal bed 1nto

the m1ne°s atmosphere an explosive mlxture with the m1ne's

atmosphere may form which 1f lgnited will cause a mine explo-

sion. This problem 1s still one of the most difficult and

serlous hazard to be overcome in coal mlnlng.

~
The amount of natural ooal gas released from the ooal

‘

mlnes 1n West Virginia 1s equal to, or even greater than, the

state's production of natural
gas‘°.

Lawall and Morris' V

paperz reported data from s1x mines in Southern West Virginia

and indicated that about 23 million cu.ft. of the gas 1s

llberated per 24 hrs. during normal coal production. There-

fore if an economlcal way of recovering the natural coal gas

*References are listed in the blbliography of this study.
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could be found the output of natural gas in West Virginia,

for example, could be greatly increased,

The broad problem of degaslfication of ooal beds can

hardly be solved without sufflclent information pertaining

to factors such as geological formations of the ooal bed,

characteristics of the ooal, poro:ity, and permeability of

the coal, and the physical as well as chemical correlation

between the gas and the coal, etc., From the practical po-

int of view, the permeabillty of ooal may be considered as

a measure of the ease with which gas flows through the ooal

bed, Since the permeabillty of ooal ls of particular impor-

tance in the problem of degasification, the relative fac-

tors affecting the permeability of ooal can not be neglect-

ed, This study, therefore, is concerned with the factors

which affect the permeability of ooal,
Q
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SUMMARY OF LITERATURE PERTAINING TO THE PERMEABILITY
OF COAL AND THE FACTORS AFFECTING IT

(A) General concept of the permeabillty of coal

„ The theory of single phase, linear flow through homo·

geneous porcus media comes from the experimental works of

Henry Darcy, The generalized Darcy's Law; for homogeneous

fluid flowing through porcus media may be stated as

VS=-·§(§§- qavcsß) (1)

Where Vs is the fluid veloclty in the direction S, making

an angle O wlth the vertical, u, q, and p are the viscos1·

ty, density, and pressure of the fluid respectively, and g

is the acceleration due to gravity, the constant K ls call-

ed the permeabillty cf the medium, This equation is a dif-

ferential relationship pertaining to any point within the

porcus medium, so that Vs is to be considered as a function

of that point, as must also p, gg, 0, and even q lf the

fluid is compressible, and u is also to be considered as a

variable and is ultimately dependent on S, if the conditions

dictate that such a variation should be taken into account,

The permeahility coeffecient K is the unique factor, repro-

senting the porcus medium,

If the exposed surface of the porcus medium be set per-

pendicular to the direction of gas flow, then, there will be



no angle 0 existing and if the gravitational force and den·

sity are considered to be so small that they can be neglect•

ed, then, the equation can be rewritten as

Vx · u (2)

Where Vx 1s the velocity in the direction x and gg is the

pressure gradient in the same direction,

In the case of gaseous fluid measurement, it is usually

known that gas is compressiblet Therefore, as the gas falls

in pressure while flowing through the porous medium, the

volume flow v will no longer be constant, However, the mass

flow qv will be constant, For lsothermal conditions, the gas

density q will be proportional to the pressure thus making

pv or p gß constant, Then
x

22p§.§ zäzconst, Z (p2 •pg )/L-.:2p (pi -p2 )/L
where P ls the mean pressure or ( pi + p2 )/2•

(
Upon applying equatlon (2), it follows that

dp dx p1,,p2 p pl 2

where V refers to the volume flow per unit area at the pres-

sure p, then pv/P = ¥, it is the volume flow at mean pressure
P• Therefore

K = u v L/( pi ~ p2 ) z u v A L/Ä ( p1 • p2 )
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L-ua:./4(p1·¤2) (3)

Hara Q is the flow rate in c„c„ per sec. at the mean pre-

ssure P, A is the exposed surface of the porous medium in

cm2•, u ls the vlscosity of the gas ous fluid in centipoi·

ses, L is the thickness of the porous medlum in om•, pi and

P2 is the pressure upstream and down:tream-respectively in

atmospherss,and the permeebillty K of the porous medium in

darcys ( 1 darcy equal 1,000 millldarcyg ). Equation (3)

is used to determine the permeabllity of coal by consider-

ing the coal es a porous medium and the air es the gaseous

fluid•

The permeahillty of coal, now, can be defined es a mea-

sure of the eese wlth which the geseous fluid flows through

the ooal, For a known gradient pressure or pressure drop

from end to end, the flow rate of gaseous fluid is propor-

tlonal to the permeability of coal•

(B) Factors that effect the permeability of coal •

Since the permeebillty of coal has been defined es a

measure of the ease with which the geseous fluid flows

through the coal under a known pressure gradiant, the fac-

tors that affect the permaebllity of coal are governed by

both the properties of the coal, the gaseous fluid, and

their correlation, Among these factors, the major ones are

es follows:

(1) Geometrical property of porous media
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w Obviously, permeability can exlst in a medium

which consists of pores that are interconnected one to

another, so called effective pores, to form tube shape

channels, For without these effective pores, there would be

no openings for the gas to flow through, It is reasonable

to say that the flow rate of the gas through a porous

medium will generally increase if the medium consists of

more of the effective pcres, And it is supposed that there

would be certain relations between the quantity of the pores

and the permeability, Unfortunately, there is little imfor·

maticn available to indicate the relationship between pore

quantity and permeability of coal. Some experiments have

been made to find this geometrical quantity to characterize

the porous medium of reservoir rocks, Most of the experiments

are based on (a) porosity and (b) capillary pressure curve,

which are briefly reviewed here to give an idea of what the — „

relation is between the permeability to the porosity, and

the capillary pressure curve established,

(a) Porosity

° Porosity is defined es the ratio of the total void

space in a medium to the total volume of the medium and it

1s usually expressed in percent, The result of experiments

on the relationship between the permeablllty and the poros1·

ty of reservoir rocks have shown 4 that when the permeabllity

ls plctted on a logarithmic scale and the porosity on a
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linear scale, there is a proportional relationship for each

rock sample. However, in a single formation there can be

different values of permeability for the same values of poro-

sity, therefore other factors must be considered to deter-

mine the permeability.

(b) Capillary pressure curve

Another attempt to measure the geometrical quan-

tity of the pores in a porous medium is termed "capillary

pressure curve." lt is usually obtained by meesuriug the

quantity of the fluid being absorbed by the porous medium

under a known pressure. The capillary pressure curve3• 6

shows that the capillary pressure ls inversely proportional

to the degree of saturatiou. From wallace's work5, it ls

shown that the permeability of various sand samples is pro-

portion to the degree of saturation. It seems that the per-

meabillty of a porous medium increases with a decrease in

the capillary pressure within the porous medium. Yet, twc

sand samples of the same degree of saturation can have en-

tirely different permeabilities.

(2) Properties of the fluid

Fluid flow through porous medium is completely a

dynamic problem. There are three physical conditions which

govern the problem namely (a) continulty, (b) Newton°s law

of motion, and (c) rheological condition. lt may be con¢1-

dered that the pores of a body of coal are ccntlnuously
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fllled with gas which dlscharges at a free face. The increase

or decrease in the mass of the exit gas ls equal to the loss

or gain of the mass of the porous medium respectively, this

is the theory of cont1nuity• The force which drives the gas

through the ccal bed is caused by underground pressure• The

rheological conditiens usually assumes that the gas is vis-

ccus and compressible• Because cf the compressibillty of a

gaseous fluid, the following general equat1on7 can be

assumed as

r v „ z ll 11 ·1· (4)

where P is the absolute pressure in atmcsphere, V is the vo-

lume in liters, n 1s the fraction of molecular weight in

grams per molecular weight, R is the gas constant in liter A

atm. per degree C per mole, and T is the absolute tempera-

ture Kelvin (equals oentlgrade temperature plus 273 ), and

Z ls the gas compressibllity factor. For an ideal gas Z is

equal 1, and for a non-ideal gas, Z is greater or less than

1 depending on the pressure and temperature. This compressi—

bility factor can be found in Burcik°s work? ( F1g,6·10 )

after the reduced pressure and temperature are found. The

reduced pressure is the ratio of the pressure to the criti-

cal pressure, and the reduced temperature is the ratio cf

the temperature to the critical temperature, Further the

vlscoslty of the gasvaries also depending on temperature

and pressure, ths any change of the temperature and pre-
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ssure will greatly effect the behavior of the ges,

Equation (3) for determining the permeability of coal

ls based upon Darcy°s Law, and on the assumptions of (a) a

homogeneous and steady flow, (b) an isothermal process, (c)

neglect of the density of air and of gravitational force,

and (d) use of a single dimension,

(3) Adsorption and discharge of gas hy coal

The stgnificant relation of coal to the gas is ex-

pansion and contractlon of the coal with edsorptlon and

discharge of the gases, Under pressure,coal can absorb large

quantities of gases, and by releesing the pressure, the ges

is again set free, Experiments concerning these factors
l

have been carrled out by Briggs and Sinha8, Briggs stated

that a coal face is full of small cracks, and it is natural

to attribute them to pressure er rellef of pressure; but it

appears probabld that these cracks are due partly to shrlnh-

age resultlng from gas emission, These cracks must extsnd a

great distance into the coal bed, Being open channels, they

facilitete the dralnage of the gas, and by relievlng the

gas pressure they become the means ef their own extension,

Once an opening is made in a seem, there would appear to be

no limit to their development unless the seem is cut off by

a fault or other dlsturbance, In Maas' peperg, the adsorp—

tion—isotherm curve shows that the adsorbed methane in coal

is proportional to the pressure,
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If an adsorbable gas, as hydrocarhon gas is absorb-

ed by coal, is confined within the pores of coal, then the

relation between the pressure and the volume of the gas is

not the same as if the gas was confined in a vessel of the

same volume as the pore spaces in the coal. Thus the adsorp-

tion affects the gas behavior in the coal.

(4) Overburden pressure

At great depth in sedimentary rocks, interbedded

coal beds are being deformed due to the overburden load and

lateral pressure. This deformation will reduce the size of

the pores in the coal bed. Therefore the permeability of

the coal will certainly be affected. The change in permeabi-

lity with overburden pressure has been shown in Iatt and

Davis°1O experimental works with reservoir rocks from dif-

ferent regions. The results showed that the percent of re-

duction of the permeability (Permeability with pressure/

Permeability without pressure X 100 = Percent of reduction )

as a function of overburden pressure is inversely proportion

within a certain range of pressure. However,it shows only a

qualitative significance, because of the difficulty in re-

producing the true overhurden pressure found in the earth.

(5) Directional influence

Obviously, the permeability of coal would be

affected.by the direction of flow and the face on which the

flow is acting, even though the flow is confined to one
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dimension. This is due to irregular formation of pores

through which the gas flows. Pressler11 stated that the

porosity of the oil producing reservoir rock found in

Florida ranges from 15 to 24.5 percent with an average per-

meability of 312 md. ( millidarcys ) when measured parallel

with the bedding and 84 md., when measured perpendicular to

the hedding. In Scheidegger°s worké on gas sands, the direc-

tional permeahility was measured in intervals from 0 to 180

degrees on a number of small sections, each section was cut

from the sample rock so that its face was perpendicular to

the desired angle of flow to be measured. The results were

plotted on polar permeability diagrams and forned an ellip—

soidal shape. Therefore, a directional variatlon of the

permeability can be antioipated.
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CONGERNING THE FACTORS THAT HAY AFFEGT THE PERMEABILITY
ÜF COAL IK A COAL BED

Because of the differences in type and rank of indivi-•

dual coal beds, and the regional environment of certain

mines, the permeability of coal varies from one bed to an-

other which is to be expected• The geological formattons and

mining methods are the main factors affecting the permeablll-

ty• These factors can be stated roughly as follow:

(1) Porous overburden and formation of fissures

Goal was usually buried in a layer form under a series

of sedimentary rocks such as shales, clays, conglomerates,

limestones and sandstones• The type of rocks and geological

deformation of rock layers forming the cover of coal beds may

have greatly influenced the permeabllity of coal. This signi-

ficant influence may be explained by a change in the rank of

coal, as a carbon enrichment process•

The carbon enriohment process in a coal bed is a combi-

nation of the alteration of the coal bed and it: devolati-

lization. Porous overburden and the formation of fissures

due to the geological dlsturbance have undoubtly provided pas-

sage ways for gases and volatile matter to escape. Thus the

coal lying at lower levels always contains less volatlle

matter and more carbon than the coal lying at a higher level,

(Hilt°s Law‘6), because of heavy overburden, lateral pres-
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sure, and an adequately long duratlon of time for the vola·

tile matter to escape•

Apparently, gas escapes from coal beds more rcadlly

through fissures and cracks than through pores. The gas

pressure in the coal bed itself varles with such gas escape

through fissure and pores in the overburden•

(2) Dlfference in location in the sae bed

Apparently, the difference in location in the same coal

bed may be considered as a factor that will affect the per-

mcabllity of coal, because the gas pressure in the coal bed

and the cverurden pressure on the bed varies from location

to location. The coal permeability decreases with lncreased

overburden pressure as stated befcre. Refeuängtc the gas

pressure, the location is a paramcunt factor in the gas

pressure that exists umthe solid coal at any one place2• The

gas pressure in the coal bed has been lnvestlgatcd by Lawall

and Mcrrisz, The maximum pressure could hardly be obtalned

because the gas pressure lntensity could net be measured to

a very high degree of accuracy. lt may be said, in general,

that the gas pressure lncreases as the solid coal is pene•

trated and probably reaches a maximum some distance from the

face, lt ls known that the gas ls irregularly distributed in

the coal itself and because of numereus other ccndltlcns

such as jcint planes, slips and fractures, and change in the

physical character of the coal bed frcm place to place. No
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doubt, the variation of gas pressure would affect the ooal

permeab1lity•

(3) mrrerent benches

Individual benches of a single coal bed ccmmonly have

somewhat different compositlon, laminatlon and structural

disturbanoe„ Because cf these differences,a.variat1on in

permeabillty might be expected, The benches have impurlties

in the forms of rocks, minerals, and air pocketst These

lmpurltles are introducd into the benohes during their

formation. Also fissures whlch fern after the benoh was

built up may be filled with gralns of sedlmentary rocks•

The combination of these two factors can change the system

of pores throughout‘ the benoh and from one benoh to ano-

ther. The laminatlon of ooal may be considered as orienting

the gas flow through the coal. lf the coal bed lay between

two very clayey slates, which are highly plastlc, then

fracture in the clays can not take place and the gas flows

along the lamlnatlons. Further, each benoh of a ooal bed

may be under a different stress because of the struotural

disturbances of the ooal bed. Ths all these conditions

affeet the perneability of eoal•

(4) Water and gas contents in the ooal bed

Goal beds are accompanled by sedlmentary rock layers

which are also permeable to water and will conduct lt. This

is another lnportant factor. Not only do the flssures of
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these layers conduct water, bt, sometimes, the coal bed lt-

self is permeable to water, water is absorbed ore readlly

than gas by dry coal as polnted out in Br1gg's and Sinha°s8

paper, If the pore spaces in the coal are occupied by absorb-

ed water, the water in the channels will produce higher

resistance to the flow of gas, It might be thought that the

permeabllity of coal will decrease with an increase in the

amount of water absorbed in the coal,

The natural coal gas is formed by the deoomposition of

organic material, This gas ls usually tightly included in

the ooal bed itself and released by the removal of pressure

by m1ning„ It may flow evenly through pores and fissures of

the coal or brust out suddenly, depending on the quantity

and the pressure of accumulated gas. Then, in case of even

liberation of the gas through the pores and fissures, the

rate of liberatlon will partly depend on the quantity of

gas evolved in the coal bed,

(5) influence of minlng method and cleavages due to mining

When openings are made due to mining, the overburden

pressure right over these openings will be distributed

over the opening boundarles. As this opening releases the

pressure, the gas flow from the coal bed will be toward

the opening, In general, the conoentration and rapid advan-

cement of mining the coal will increase the amount of

methane liberated, as stated ln Maas' paperg, In other
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words, the amount of liberated methane is proportional to

the amount cf coal being mined. Ghambelin‘2 found that the

emanation rate of the gas is increased by crushing the coa1•

It seems that the mechanization of a mine, by using a "con·

tinuous m1ner" which operates in a ooal mine with a high

rate cf advance, and high rate of tcnnage production, and

also crushes the coal into rather small pieces, eauses ven•

tilation trouble when trying to dilute the additional

amount of methane liberated, Ths, the liberation of methane

and its ooneentration are related to the method of mining•

Further, ruptures and fissures of the accompanying rock

layers es well as coal bed itself might be the result of

min1ng„ Consequently, the permeabiltty of the coal bed may

also be influenced by cleavages due to min1ng•
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LABORATORY INVESTIGATION OF SOME OF THE FACTORS
THAT AFFECT THE GOAL PERMEABILITY

n
The laboratory investigation of this study has been

carried out upon these factors namely (a) permeability tests

parallel to coal bedding, (b) permeability tests on water

soaked samples (parallel to coal bedding), (c) permeability

tests perpendicular to coal bedding, and (d) permeability

tests with respect to different benches of the coal bed

(parallel to coal bedding), and (e) permeability tests of

coal from different location in the same bed,

(A) Testing

(a) Preparing the coal samples

The coal sampkß were taken from operating mines in

the Pocahontas No, 4 coal bed, These mines are (1) Olga

Goal Company, Coalwood, west Virginia, (2) U,S, Steel Corp,

Mine No, 2, Gary, West Virginia, and (3) Pocahontas Fuel

Company, Pocahontas, Virginia, Amonate Mine, Virginia, The

coal sampkß for testing of different benches were taken

from Pocahontas Fuel Company, Amonate Mine, The locations

of the above named mines are shown in Figure 1,

The coal samples randomly selected were cut into

about 1 inch cubes from the coal lumps, the face of the oubes

being parallel and perpendicular to coal laminations, by

means of a water lubricated power drlven diamcnd saw, Then
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they were pollshed down into ouhes about 2 om, on a slde

with sand paper. Then the cross-sectlonal area and thiok-

ness of the samples were measured. Goal ls a very delicate

substance, especially low volatile bitumlnous ooal, and

would be crushed when clamped in the sample holder of the

permeameter. Therefore, lt was required that the samples

be imbedded lnto a metal sleeve by using sealing wax, The

lmbedding was such that ln some samples the gas was allow-

ed to flow through the sample parallel to the ooal beddlng

and in others the gas was allowed te flow perpendlcular to

the beddlng. The metal sleeve with ooal sample was then

clamped into the sample holder of the permeameter•

(b) Apparatus for testing the permeabllity of ooal

Since there is no standard apparatus for testing

ooal permeability, a Ruska gas permeameteriß, which is

employed by the petroleum industry for measuring the per-

meability of reservoir rock samples, was used. The measure-

ment of the permeability of the ooal was made by forcing an

air of known vlscosity through a ooal sample of known cross

sectional area and thickness. Pressure, temperature and flow

rate of the gas through the sample were measured. A diagram

of the apparatus used for testing the permeability of coal

ls shown in Figure 2, in which A is an air compressor with

an out-let valve (1): B is the air drler with an out-let

valve (2); G ls the instrument for ohtainlng water saturated
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air which was used only on tesh of the permeability of water

:oaked coal samples, and in dry te:ts to prevent the air

from carrylng moisture from the coal samples, lf the mole-

ture in the coal sample is carrled out by air flow, the

coal permeability of later measurements will be affected•

To obtain the water saturated air, close valve (2) and

open valves (3) and (4); D is the Ruska ges permeameter

which conslsts of a sample holder (9) with a built-ln ther-

mometer (8), trlple range flowmeter with a selector valve

‘
(12), hand calibrated board on tube pressure gage (11),

pressure regulator (6) with air in-let connection (5), The

pressure regulator ls equipped with a bleed screw (7) which

permits a small amount of the alr to leak into the atmo-

sphere, This leakage permits better up•stream pressure regu-

lation and more sensitive pressure adjustment, (10) is a

tlghtening screw which tlghtens the sample holder; E is an

instrument to facllltate a comparison between different gra-

dlent pressures for collectlng the air, which flows through

the samples, or instead lets the air flow into the atmo~n ·

sphere as originally designed, It may be said that instru-

ment E ls used instead of the flowmeter (12) on gas permea-

meter D, The air flows through the coal sample, a rubber

hose (13), and the plpettes (15) and (17) to the atmosphgge,

or lt can be oollected in ptpette (15) if the valve (18) ls

closed, The air accuulated in plpette (15) will force the
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water level down and raise the water level up in pipette

(14), Thus, from the scale of pipette (15), a certain amount

of air can be read within a certain time, and from the dif-

ference in water levels in pipettes (15) and (14), the

pressures can be calculated indlvtdually because pipette

(14) is exposed to atmosphere pressure,

(c) Procedures

In this study, the permeabllity is measured by for-

cing air into the coal samples with the flow parallel tc

the axis of the bedding or perpndicular to the axis of the

bedding, Thus, the ooal samples are mounted in metal sleeves

with respect to these axis,

Physically, the proeedres of measuring the coal

permeability is quite slmle, The void space of the sleeve

after the coal sample has been mounted has to be measured

before testing and so does the void spaces in the rubber

hose (13), in pipette (17) up to the valve (18). By pushing

the metal sleeve of the mounted sample (9d) into a rubber

sleeve (9b) of the corresponding size which is then insert-

ed into the sample holder sleeve (9a) and locklng tight by

the tightening screw (10) which are combined into (9) as

shown in Figure 2, (9c) is a metal sleeve before the coal

sample has been mounted with seallng wax, the valves (1)

and (2)are then opened. The pressure regulatlng valve is

slowly opened until the pressure gage reads the deslred
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gradient pressure (atm•)• lt is advisable to tap the pressure

gage glass lightly while the pressure is being ad3usted•

After a few minutes, close valve (18), and the air which

flows through the coal sample is accumulated in pipette (15),

record the time using a stop watch required for a certain

V¤l¤¤8• m¤¤9¤¥¤d in air accumulation, under a known

gradient pressure. The temperature is read from the thermo-

meter and the difference in the water level in pipettes (14)

and (15) is measured. These measurements can now be used

for ca1culat1ons•

When testing the water soaked coal samples, the

samples used were exactly the same as these used for tests

when flow is paralled to the bedding; however, the samples

are placed in water for 24 hours before being tested. The

procedure is the same as above, the enly difference is that

valve (2) is closed and valves (3) and (4) are opened, In

order to use the same samples for perpendicular-to-the-bed

testing, the samples are taken out of metal sleeves (9d)

after gentle heating and then the sealing wax is scraped

(off with a heated knife. After the surfaoes have been

cleaned by lightly polishing with sand paper, dry the

sample then mount them in the metal sleeve with sealing wax

so that the gas must flow through them in a direction that

is perpendicular to the laminati0ns• Then allow time for

the sealing wax to cool. The samples are now ready for the
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perpendicular-to-the4bedd1ng testing, The procedures for

making this test are the same as for making parallel·to•the-

bedding tests,

(B) Calculating

The permeablllty cf coal ls ccmputed by the equatlon

as stated in part ll,

Sample calcutatlcn

A coal sample has the dlmenslcns 1,91 cm, X 1,87 em, X

1,90 cm, of length, breadth, and thlckness respectlvely,

and has been mounted in a metal sleeve using seallng wax,

The total void space of the coal sample mounted sleeve, of

the rubber hose, of plpettes (16), (15), and (17) up to

valve (18) is 45,5 c,c,, After testing, the tlme required

for 10 c,c, of air to be accumulated ln plpette (15) as

shown in Figure 2, under correspondlng pressure gradlents

ls listed as followsx

Gradient pressure Time Temperature
(atmosphere) (ln see, to ass (degree C,)

10 c,c,$

0,25 1 324 21

0.50 156 21

0,75 103 21

1,00 73 21

The difference between the water levels in pipettes (14)

and (15) ls 18 cm, after eollectlng 10 c,c, of air, The
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pressure in pipette (15) is 18 cm. of water head greater

than pipette (14) which is exposed to the atmosphere. The

viscosity of air at 21 degree C. is 0.01795 centipoise,

or it is found from Figure 3.

After 10 c.0. of air fills pipette (15), there is a

total volume of 45.5 g 10 = 55.5 0.0. of air in the system

which is under the pressure of 1 atmosphere plus 18 cm. water

head. The 18 cm. of water head is now converted to atmo-

sphere pressure. Since pv = p°v' in a isothermal process,

then v = v'p° /p. In this example, v° = 55.5 0.0.,

p' ·.. 1,033.6 . 18 g./ mf:. and p -.. 1,033.6 g. / emi. Then

v s.- 55.5 x 1,051.6 / 1,033.6 „ 56.47 0.0.
Substracting the original void space, the air passing

through the coal will he

56.47 —45.5 = 10.97 0.0.

which has to be converted into main pressure volume as

followsx

10.97 X 1/ (1.0174 + 1.25)/2 = 9.67 0.0.

1/ (1.0174 + 1.50)/2 = 8.71 0.0.

1/ (1.0174 + 1.75)/2 z 7.93 e.c.

1/ (1.0174 + 2.00)/2 a 7.27 0.0.
4

then Q will be

9.67/324 —.. 0.030 0.0./see.

8.71/156 = 0.056 0.0./sec.

7.93/103 -.„ 0.077 6.e./see.
7.27/73 z 0.100 0.0./éec.
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and gradlent pressure (p1 • p2) will be

1.25 • 1.0174 = 0.233 ata.

1.50 — 1.0174 = 0.483 atm.

1.75 • 1.0174 =.- 0.733 sm.

2.00
· 1.0174 = 0.983 atm.

The vlscosity u z 0.01795 centlpoise ( from Fig. 3 )

The sample area A z 1.91 X 1.87 z 3.573 ca2.

The thickness L = 1.90 ca.

substltuting in the equatlon K z uQL/1 (p1• pi), then

K = 0.01795 X 1.90/3.57 X 0.030/0.233 = 1.225 X 10-3 darcys

0.056/0.483 = 1.105 X 10°3 daroys

0.077/0.733 = 1.002 X 10°3 darcys

0.100/0.983 = 0.967 X 10*3 darcys

with an average ef 1.070 X 10*3 daroys or 1.070 millidarcys.

If the permeabilitles are plotted with respect to their dif-

ferent pressure gradients, the curve is shown as following

Figure 4. The peraeabllity ls not quite a unique factor. It

has a downward tendency with higher pressure gradient.

(C) Results

(a) The coal permeabllities

The coal permeabllities have been aeesurea and cal-

culated. The results are listed as follovs in Table 1.
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Table 1. Permeebllltiee of Goal Sample:

(0) Samples from Olga Goal Go.

sample 110. 1:1 (ma.) 1:2 (ma.) 1:3 (ma.)

1 0.05 0.03 0.06

2 1.48 0.26 2.08

3 ¤•53 0.24 0.45

4 0.60 0.21 0.10
5 0.32 0.13 0.79

6 0.20 0.07 0.05

7 0.55 ¤•35 0.15

8 0.06 0.03 0.23

9 1.60 0.63 4.53

10 0.29 0.12 0.02

11 0.05 0.02. 0.02
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(U) Samples from U.S. Steel Corp. Mine

Smmple No. K1 (ma.) K2 (ma.) K3 (ma.)

1 6.73 3.85 0.02

2 15.92 8.50 0.10

3 12.11 6.96 6.36

4 9.03 5.24 0.24

5 25.01 8.86 12.32

6 10.00 5.04 0.03

7 1.07 0.54 0.27

8 0.42 0.28 5.98

9 26.45 10.70 0.02

10 9.98 7.25 9.93
11 8.07 0.75 5.54
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(P) Samples from Pocahontas Fuel Co. Amonate Mine

samp10 No. K1 (ma.) K2 (ma.) K3 (md.)
1 4.24 0.23 12.86

2 1.00 0.14 16.69

3 2,67 0.84 18.66

4 1.86 0.90 9.96

5 4.65 1.91 12.68

6 8.35 3.38 10.35

7 4.23 1.97 .9.10

8 1.22 0.25 2.36

9 0.34 ,0.23 6.30

10 1.71 0.15 2.21

11 13.40 7.70 3.16

12 2.57 1.51 1.00 .
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(P) Samples from different benches of Amonate Mine
Sample No. K1 (md-)

a b e

1 2.21 3.53 13.30

2 1.43 11.72 4.90

3 2-77 5.93 3.21
4 2.02 16.26 10.40

Average 2.11 §.3Ö 7.Ö5
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In Table 1, K1, K2 and K3, represented the permeabllities

of the coal samples parallel to the bed, of the wetted coal

sample (parallel to the bed), and dry coal samples perpen—

dicular to the bed respectively, and a, b and c represented

the upper, middle and lower bench respect1vely•

(b) The proximate analysis of coal

The proximate analysis of received coal samples is

shown in Table 2•

(c) The coal permeability versus the flow rate

For a series of tests, the flow rates could be shown

as followsz Figure 5 shows the coal permeability parallel to

the bed versus flow rate; Figure 6 shows the coal perme-

ability of wetted samples (parallel to the bed) versus flow

rate, Figure 7 shows the ooal permeability perpendicular to

the bed versus flow rate, and Figure 8 shows the coal per-

meability parallel to the bed versus flow rate with respect

to the different benehes. All these figures show that the

flow rate is proportional to the permeability of coal.
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Table 2. The Proximate Analysis of Coal

Sample Pocahutas Moisture Volatile Ash Fixed
No. 4 Seam Matter Carbon

Olga c¤a1 co. (0) 0.40% 21.66% 9.03% 68.91%

u.s. $1661 cezp. Mlne (0) 0.33% 17.54% 16.20% 65.93%

Pocahontas Fuel 06. (2) 0.31% 27.56% 5.04% 67.09%

Ash and Moisture Free Basis

Sample Pocahontas
1

Voalttle Matter Fixed Carbon
No. 4 Seam wr

olga Goal Co. (0) 23.92% 76.08%

0.S. steel Corp. Mine (U) 21.02% 78•98%

veeahentss ruex ce. (r) 29.12% 70.88%
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GOMPARISION OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED

(A) The mean values and the probable errors of the mean

Mean value ls defined as the sum of the observatlons

divlded by the number of observatlons, However, thls value

does not ln itself give a clear picture of a distribution,

Another type cf measure which helps to clarlgy the shape of

the distrlbtlon ls its probable error which lndlcates how

the observatrons are spread out from the average, which ls

measured in the same units as the mean, and which tells the

distance to either side of the mean within which half of

the mean values, each representlng the same nmber of in-

dividual values, would lle, Thus, mean value could be ex-

pressed by equation as

Y ·—.= 2:/¤ <s>
where jr indicates the sum of the observations, n indicates

the number ot observatione and.? is the mean value,

The equation for the probable error
1s‘4

e = (za?/r )%‘ (6a)

E e 0.6745 [id?/n(n•1)]% (6b)

where‘;d2 lndicates the sum of the square of the devlatlons,

f indicates the proper value for the appropriate n, and e

and E are the probable errors for n less than 30 and more Y

than 30 respectively, The value f for the appropriate n may
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be tabulated as in Table 3.

From Table 1. and by epplying equation (5) and (6a), using

the number of observations, the mean values of the coal per-

meabilities, and the probable errors of the corresponding

means were listed in Table 4.

(B) To test significance of difference between two means

when comparing the means of two samples by statlstical

methods, the "t" distribution test is used. In Sm1th’s work

the "t" value is computed according to the equat1on‘4

where D is the difference between two sample means, irrespec-

tive of sign, Sp is the combined deviatlon as

sp = (Zd‘7;+Zd§ / :11 +1:2 -‘ 2 fk

where ( ni • ng -2 ) is called the number of degree of free-

dom. The ni and n2 are number of observations in the respec-

tive sets. Further, according to the curve for determining

significance of the differences as shown in Figure 9, the

probabillty that the difference in question would be exceeded l

at random, could be found, also the levels of signlficanoe

could be found at the right side of the Figure, by extending

the proper value to entersect the corresponding curve of the

degree of freedom.

By using equatien (7), the permeabllity of coal samples

has been cemared under different conditions and effects,

these results are shown in Table 5(a)• 5(b)• 5(c)• 5(d),
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Table 3. Values of f

11 f ¤ f

2 2.0 12 270

3 9.0 13 320

4 20.4 14 376

5 36.2 15 428

6 56.2 16 488

7 81.7 17 556

8 112 18 622

9 142 19 700

10 178 20 771

11 221
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Table 4. mean values of The Goal Perneabillties and Their
Probable Errors

Category n means (X) md. Probable errors g(e) md.

out II 0.53 0.12
0K2 11 0.19 0.03

ox; 11 0.77 0.29

UK1 11 10.45 1.79

ung 11 5.72 0.76

um; 11 3.71 0.96
rx. 12 3.86 0.75
PK2 12 1.60 0.44
rx} 12 7.94 1.33

pax. 4 2.11 0.21
PbK1 4 9.36 2.20

POK1 4 7.95 1.80
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5(e) and $(1*), „

In Täblc 5(a), it is shown that the permeabllity of the

coal samples when the gas flow is parallel to the bedding

has a signlficant difference or a probable signiflcant dif-

ference from place to place,

In Table 5(b), it is shown that the permeabillty of coal

samples when the gas flow is perpendicular to the bedding is

either significantly different, probably significantly dif-

ferent, or probably insigniflcantly different, depending

upon the samples being compared, Therefore, considerable

variation in this property may be expected at different

location in a given bed,

In Table 5(c), lt is shown that the permeability of the

wet coal samples when the gas flow is parallel to the bed-

ding ls significantly different or probably significantly

different from place to place, Thus, the probablllty ls high

that the permeability of coal dlffers from place to place in

this regard in a given coal bed,

In Table 5(d), it is shown that there is probably a sig-

nlficant difference in coal permeabllity between the middle

bench and the upper bench, On the other hand, however, there

is an insignificant difference in the permeabllity between

the middle beach and the lower bench, and there is probably .

an insignlflcant difference when the lower bench is compared

with the upper bench, Therefore, it may be concluded that

considerable variability exists ln coal permeability between
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the different benches of a given bed.

In Table 5(e), on the basis of statlstlcal analysis, it

is shown that the permeablllty of dry coal samples, when the

gas flow is parallel to the bedding, is prebably 1nsignif1·

cantly different to wet coal samples tested on the same basis.

However, in every case tested, the individual test gave a

lower value of permeability when the samle was wet than when

the sample was dry. Therefore, desplte the result of statis-

tical analysis, one ls lnclined to believe that the wet coal

will usually have a lower permeabtlity than dry coal when the

gas flow is parallel to the coal bedding.

ln Table 5(f), it ls shown that the permeability of the

coal samples, when the gas flow 1s perpendicular to the bed-

ding, is either inslgnlficantly different or probably insig-

nificantly different or probably signlflcantly different

from the permeability of coal samples when the gas flow is

parallel to the bedding planes. Therefore, it seems logical to

conclude that in many places there ls no significant difference

in the permeabillty of coal perpendlcular and parallel to

the bedding. Although in some areas lt may be expected that

a signiflcant difference may exist.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The broad problem of coal bed degasification of which

this study is a small part, deserves attention for the

following reasons: (1) Mine personnel safety, (2) Economi-

cal recovery of the gas, Physlcally, the gas is liberated

in the coal mines became of two conditions, These are:(1)

somewhere in the coal bed itself, the gas is under a force

or pressure which is larger than atmosphere pressure and

which drives the gas toward an opening, and (2) the coal

will permlt the gas to flow through it, In order to study

the interactionlof these two conditions, the permeability

of coal is of 1mportance•

The permeability of coal may be defined as a measure

of the ease with which the gaseous fluid flows through the

coal, with a given pressure gradient„ The flow rate of the ·

gas is proportional to the permeability of coal, Unfortu-
i

nately, both in the theoretical and practical aspects,

there are so many factors, which affect the permeability of

coal, that it is usually necessary to assess its effects in *

a qualitative way rather than in a quantitative one, For this g

reason, a simple equation to encompass all the factors need-

ed to determine the coal bed permeability can hardly be

developed•
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In this study, the equation used for computing the

permeability of coal is based on Darcy's Law and certain

assumptions, The factors that affect the coal permeabil1•

ty have been briefly discussed, such as: (1) geometrioal

property of porous media, (2) properties of fluid, (3)

adsorption and discharge of gas by coal, (4) overburden

pressure, and (5) directional influence, With respect to

a coal bed the factors that affect„the coal permeability

have been discussed, such as; (1) porous overburden and

formation of fissures, (2) different locations, (3) dif-

ferent benches, (4) water and gas content in the coal bed,

and (5) influence of mining method and cleavages due to

mining,

A Ruska gas permeameter is employed to measure the

permeabllity of coal, Careful techniques are necessary on

preparlng the coal samples, which are very delicate sub-

stances especially low voletlle bituminous coal, and on

operating the gas permeameter, Upon test, the samples are

imbedded in metal sleeves with sealing wax before being

clamped in the sample holder of the gas permeameter, Fur-

ther, it is suggested the air be allowed to pass through

sample lu the gas permeameter for a few minutes before ta-

king any reading,

From the result of experiment, it can be coucluded
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that (1) the permeabllity ef coal dlffers from place to

place, apparently, therefore location should be taken into

conslderation when an attempt is made to draln the gas

from a coal bed; (2) the permeability of coal may or may

not dlffer from bauch to bench in the bed at a given loca-

tion; (3) on the basis of statlstical analysis, the perme•

ability of dry eoal does not differ significantly from that

of wet coal, however, in every measurement made, the perma-

ability of the wet coal samples was lower than that of the

dry coal samples when the permeabllity of the wet coal

samples parallel to the coal beddlng was determined; an

also (4) ln many areas, no slgnlficant difference in perme·

abll ity of coal to gas flow parallel -to 4he -bedding as

compared to gas flow perpendicular-to·the·beddingemay be

expected, Although in some areas such a difference may

exist•
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A STUDY OF THE FACTORS THAT AFFECT

THE PERMEABILITY OF COAL

br
Shlun Ming Koo

ABSTRACT '

The problem of degaslfication of coal beds ls impor-

tant because lt is desirable to reduce the inflammable gas

in coal mines as well as to recover economically the gas

for use as a fuel. Permeability of coal ls defined as a

measure of the ease with which a gas flows through coal

under a given pressure gradient, and lt is of practical

importance in the problem of degaslfication. The factors

that affect the permeabillty of coal are also important in

order to develop a more effective way of degasification.

This study is concerned with the factors that affect the

permeabllity of coal.

Some of the major factors which affeot the permeabili-

ty of coal are the property of coal, properties of the

natural coal gas, physical and chemical correlations be-

tween the coal and the gas, overurden pressure, and direc-

tion of the gas flow and other factors. In the case of these

factors it is usually necessary to assess their effects in

a qualitative way rather than in a quantitative one. For



this reason, it would be impossible in the time alloted to

this paper to present anything more than a brief discus-

sion of their interrelationsh1ps•

By experiment conducted for this thesis, it has been

determined that (1) the permeability of coal differs from

place to place, (2) the permeahility of coal may or may not

differ from bench to bench in the bed of a given location,

(3) the permeability of dry coal does not differ signifi-

cantly from that of wet coal, and also (4) in general, no

significant difference in permeability was found when the

gas flowed parallel to the coal bedding and when it flowed

perpendicular to the coal bedding•


